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Analyzing temporal variability of standard descriptors of Poincaré plots
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signal. The standard descriptors of the Poincaré map are used to quantify the plot that measures the
gross variability of the time series data. However, the problem lies in capturing temporal information
of the plot quantitatively. In this article, we propose a new formulation for calculating the standard
descriptors SD1 and SD2 from localized measures SD1̂w and SD2̂w. To justify the importance of the
temporal measure, SD1̂w, SD2̂w are calculated for the 2 case studies (normal sinus rhythm [NSR] vs
congestive heart failure and NSR vs arrhythmia) and are compared with the performance using the
overall measures (SD1, SD2). Using overall SD1, receiver operating characteristic areas of 0.72 and
0.86 were obtained for NSR vs congestive heart failure and NSR vs arrhythmia, and using the
proposed method resulted in 0.82 and 0.89. Because we have shown that the overall SD1 and SD2
are functions of the respective localized measures SD1̂w and SD2̂w, we can conclude that use of
localized measure provides equal or higher performance in pathology detection compared with the
overall SD1 or SD2.
© 2010 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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Introduction

The Poincaré plot, also named return map, is the simplest
technique to describe the nonlinear dynamics of a phenom-
enon. This is a visual technique to recognize the hidden
correlation patterns of a time series signal. The plot exploits
the properties of the phase plane for 2-dimensional systems
and provides a convenient method for discovering the
existence of periodic or possibly more complex behavior
such as quasi-periodic or chaotic motion.1 Researchers have
put forward a number of techniques that attempt to
quantitatively summarize the plot's geometric appearance.2,3

The popular technique for measuring Poincaré plot, which
was first proposed by Tulppo et al,2 is fitting an ellipse and
measuring the dispersion of points along the minor axis
(SD1) and the major axis (SD2). Kamen and Tonkin3 have
extended the qualitative, visual classification system into a
quantitative system by incorporating standard time-domain
statistics. The definitions of the standard descriptors SD1 and
SD2 in terms of linear statistics, given by Brennan et al,4 has
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shown that the standard descriptors guide the visual
inspection of the distribution.

In general, Poincaré plot of a time series signal is
constructed as a 2-dimensional plot by plotting consecutive
points of the time series (ie, lag-1 plot). Use of Poincaré plots
for characterizing abnormal cardiac function from heartbeat
(RR) intervals has been found successful and proved integral
to the heart rate variability (HRV) field.2,4-6 The Poincaré
plot is shown to provide prognostic information about
mortality in post–myocardial infarction, chronic heart
failure, and sudden infant death syndrome and about the
risk of life-threatening ventricular arrhythmias in patients
subjected to cardiac surgery.7-10

The time-domain methods are ideal and better than
frequency domain techniques for the analysis of long-term
HRV signal.11 In HRV analysis, standard descriptor SD1 is
considered to describe the short-term variability and SD2 the
long-term variability as shown by Brennan et al.4 Although
intuitive, the lack of temporal information is the primary
limitation of the standard descriptors of the Poincaré plot.
For analysis of long-term signal, inspection of temporal
variation of any measure gives more insight than does the
global measure. Hence, animating temporal progression of
SD1 and SD2 for different physiologic condition can guide
the interpretation of the quantitative methods and give
insight into the degree of temporal dynamics. Temporal
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Fig. 1. Temporal progression of SD1 (top 3 panels) and SD2 (bottom 3 panels) of 3 subjects for NSR, CHF, and arrhythmia. The dotted line shows the SD1 o
SD2 for entire RR interval series.
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progression of SD1 and SD2 for normal sinus rhythm (NSR),
congestive heart failure (CHF), and arrhythmia subjects is
shown in Fig. 1. From the figures, it is apparent that overall
SD1 and SD2 change tremendously with increasing number
of RR intervals, especially in pathology (CHF and
arrhythmia). Therefore, we hypothesize that the localized
SD1 and SD2 may provide better insight to any specific
pathology than the global measure.

In this study, we give a new formulation for
calculating temporal SD1 and SD2 (localized measures)
and compare it with existing standard descriptors, which
are global in nature. We have used standard deviation
(SD) as a metric to represent the temporal variability.
Finally, the discriminating performance of the proposed
metric is demonstrated using 2 case studies (NSR vs CHF
and NSR vs arrhythmia) and compared with the existing
standard descriptors.
Materials and method

In this section, the localized measurement of the standard
descriptors (say, SD1̂w, SD2̂w) and the expression to connect
these with the standard descriptors SD1 and SD2 of the plot
are shown. This is followed by the presentation of the
method to calculate SD1̂w, SD2̂w and of 355 subjects of 3
different groups, namely, NSR (54), CHF (29), and
arrhythmia (272). A metric is defined for finding a global
measure from temporal measures and compare the perfor-
mance of SD1̂w and SD2̂w with overall SD1, SD2 using 2
case studies (NSR vs CHF and NSR vs arrhythmia) using
HRV signal.
Data

The data from Physionet database12 is used in the
experiments. Researchers have used Poincaré plot using
both qualitative and quantitative approaches for detecting
and monitoring arrhythmia. Compared with arrhythmia,
fewer attempts are made to use Poincaré plot to evaluate
CHF. In this study, we have used 54 long-term electrocar-
diogram (ECG) recordings of subjects in NSR (mean ± SD
age, 61.36 ± 11.63 years; 30 men, 24 women) from
Physionet Normal Sinus Rhythm database.12 We have
used 29 long-term ECG recordings of subjects (mean ± SD
age, 55.28 ± 11.60 years; 8 men, 2 women, 19 unknown)
with CHF (New York Heart Association classes I, II, and III)
from Physionet Congestive Heart Failure database.12

Furthermore, we have also used National Heart, Lung and
Blood Institute (NHLBI) sponsored Cardiac Arrhythmia
Suppression Trial RR interval substudy database for the
arrhythmia dataset from Physionet. The database is divided
into 3 different study groups, among which we have used the
Encainide (e) group datasets for our study. From that group,
we have chosen 272 subjects (mean ± SD age, 60.01 ± 10.12
years; 227 men, 45 women) belonging to subgroup baseline
(no medication). The original ECG recordings were digitized
at 128 Hz, and the beat annotations were obtained by
automated analysis with manual review and correction.
Measuring temporal SD1, SD2 and defining the relation
with the overall measure

RR interval time series is denoted by RRn, where n = 1…
N. SD1 and SD2 are the second moment measure of the
distribution of points forming the Poincaré plot and are taken
around the line of identity (RRn = RRn + 1) and can be
defined as2:
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where D′i and D″i are the distances of any point from the
line of identity (RRn = RRn + 1) and the line perpendicular to
the line of identity (RRn + RRn +1 = 2RR). Here, RR
represents the mean of RR interval time series and can be
expressed as2:
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From the above equations, SD1 and SD2 are calculated
for the overall distribution of points of the Poincaré plot.
Now let the RR interval time series be divided into M
nonoverlap segments with Q RR intervals in each segment.
Hence, with minimal effort, Eq. (1) can be rewritten as:
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where SD1̂w and SD2̂w represent the SD1 and SD2,
respectively, of Poincaré plot of wth window of RRn. Eq.
(3) allows us to interpret overall SD1, SD2 in terms of their
localized measure. The resultant measure will embed the
temporal information along with the distributional informa-
tion of Poincaré plot. This also reveals the possibility of
using other metrics on the localized measure (SD1̂w and
SD2̂w) rather than only the overall SD1 and SD2.

Case studies methodology

In this subsection, calculation of the proposed descriptors
is given following the choice of metric to get a global value.
As it is clear from “Measuring temporal SD1, SD2 and
defining the relation with the overall measure” section, the
final result is dependent on the window length chosen.
Process of selecting the optimal window length for the 2 case
studies is described. Finally, the process of classification of
pathology using receiver operating characteristic (ROC)
analysis is presented.

RR interval series (N = 10 000) is used for calculating
both temporal and overall SD1 and SD2. For temporal
calculation, each RR interval series is divided into 100
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nonoverlapping segments (M) with 100 points (Q) in each
segment. Then SD1̂w and SD2̂w of each segment is
calculated, and hence, 2 new series of 100 values were
formed from locally calculated values. SD is used as a metric
for global measure of the temporal series of SD1̂w and SD2̂w.
Apart from simplicity, the reason behind the selection of SD
was the visual appearance of the time series of SD1̂w and
SD2̂w. From visual appearance, it was found that the
fluctuation in SD1̂w and SD2̂w is very high for both CHF
and arrhythmia subjects when compared with NSR subjects.
The standard descriptors SD1 and SD2 using all the points of
the Poincaré plot are also calculated.

For determining the optimal window length L, the
window length was varied from 50 to 1000, increasing the
length by 10 points at each step. The SD1̂w and SD2̂w were
calculated for each window length, and the global measure
was taken using the metric discussed earlier. The ROC area
of the global measure for each window length was calculated
for NSR and CHF groups. Finally, optimal window length
was selected based on the best ROC area. Similar method
was followed for selecting optimal window length for both
the case studies.

To provide the discriminative performance of all
measures, ROC analysis13 was used, with the areas under
the curves for each feature represented by the ROC area. An
ROC area value of 0.5 means that the distributions of the
features are similar in 2 groups with no discriminatory
power. Conversely, an ROC area value of 1.0 would mean
that the distributions of the features of the 2 groups do not
overlap at all. The discriminatory performance of the
proposed metric against the existing standard descriptors
for optimal window length L was performed by calculating
ROC area for NSR vs CHF and NSR vs arrhythmia.

The ability of SD1, SD2, SD(SD1̂w) and SD(SD2̂w) to
discriminate NSR from CHF and NSR from arrhythmia
Fig. 2. Localized SD1 (top panels) and SD2 (bottom panels) values for a NSR, CH
into M (=100) windows each containing Q (=100).
subjects using ROC plots14 is analyzed. We used a computer
program developed with MatLab that automatically selects
cutoff points and calculates the sensitivity/specificity pair for
each one of them. Sensitivity of the true-positive rate is the
proportion of NSR subjects having SD1, SD2, SD(SD1̂w)
and SD(SD2̂w) value higher than the cutoff point, whereas
specificity of the true-negative rate represents the percentage
of CHF or arrhythmia subjects correctly recognized (SD1,
SD2, SD(SD1̂w) and SD(SD2̂w) value lower than the cutoff
point). The program selected the optimum threshold as the
cutoff point in which the highest accuracy (minimal false-
negative and false-positive results) was obtained.
Results

Fig. 2 shows the localized values of SD1̂w and SD2̂w for
NSR, CHF, and arrhythmia subjects, respectively. This
provides more insight about the temporal variation of the
signal or the change in temporal dynamics of the signal. We
calculated 95% confidence intervals (CIs) of the mean
variability of the standard descriptors for the 3 groups. For
localized SD1, the CIs for NSR, CHF, and arrhythmia
groups were found to be 0.0149-0.0210, 0.0245-0.0410, and
0.0441-0.0556 (all in seconds), respectively. Similarly, for
localized SD2, the CIs for NSR, CHF, and arrhythmia were
found to be 0.0422-0.0509, 0.0333-0.0490, and 0.0524-
0.0596 (all in seconds), respectively. These nonoverlapping
values validate the observation in Fig. 2 that temporal
measurement will give better insight in understanding of
Poincaré plot.

Fig. 3 shows the influence of different window lengths
on SD of SD1̂w and SD2̂w. Mean values of the metric SD
are shown for all subjects belonging to groups NSR, CHF,
and arrhythmia.
F, and arrhythmia subject groups. RR interval (N = 10 000) series is divided



Fig. 3. Mean of SD of localized SD1 (top panel) and SD2 (bottom panel)
values for a NSR (=54), CHF (=29), and arrhythmia (=272) subjects for
varying window length. RR interval (N = 10 000) series is divided into
different numbers of windows with varying length (Q) from 50 to 1000. The
length is increased by 10 RR interval points in each step.
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Fig. 4 (A and C) show the ROC area obtained using
overall SD1 and SD(SD1̂w) for each window. Because
overall SD1 is calculated only once, the ROC area is shown
constant for all window lengths (dotted line). Panel A shows
the ROC areas of NSR and CHF subjects, and SD(SD1̂w) has
higher ROC area than overall SD1 (0.72) for all window
lengths, and it is maximum (ROC area, 0.82) for the optimal
window length L = 70 and decreases slightly with increasing
Fig. 4. The ROC area of NSR (=54) vs CHF (=29) and NSR (=54) vs
arrhythmia (=272) of overall SD1, SD2, and SD of SD1̂w, SD2̂w. RR interval
(N = 10 000) series is divided into different numbers of windows with
varying length from 50 to 1000. The length is increased by 10 RR interval
points in each step. A, ROC area of NSR vs CHF for SD1 and SD(SD1̂w). B,
ROC area of NSR vs CHF for SD2 and SD(SD2̂w). C, ROC area of NSR vs
arrhythmia for SD1 and SD(SD1̂w). D, ROC area of NSR vs arrhythmia for
SD2 and SD(SD2̂w).
window length with fluctuations. Panel C shows ROC areas
of NSR and arrhythmia subjects. The ROC area of SD
(SD1̂w) is found to be higher than overall SD1 (0.86) for
window length 50 ≤ Q ≤ 600. Maximum ROC area (0.89)
was found for the optimal window length L = 50. Panel B
shows the ROC areas of NSR and CHF subjects for SD2 and
SD(SD2̂w). In this case, the overall SD2 has higher ROC area
(0.77) than for all window lengths. The maximum ROC area
(0.72) for SD(SD2̂w) was found for the optimal window
length L = 970. Panel D shows ROC areas of NSR and
arrhythmia subjects for overall SD2 (0.59) and SD(SD2̂w).
The ROC area of SD(SD2̂w) is found to be higher than
overall SD2 for several window lengths, with maximum
ROC area (0.64) for the optimal window length L = 50.

Sensitivity and specificity at optimal window length L:
Fig. 5 shows the ROC curve (sensitivity vs 1 − specificity) of
overall SD1, SD2, and SD(SD1̂w) and SD(SD2̂w) for optimal
window length L. Panel A (Fig. 5) shows the ROC curve of
NSR vs CHF for SD1 and SD(SD1̂w). We obtained the area
under the ROC curve of 0.72 for overall SD1 and 0.82 for SD
(SD1̂w), which indicates that SD(SD1̂w) provides better
sensitivity and specificity than overall SD1 in discriminating
NSR from CHF subjects. Panel C (Fig. 5) shows the ROC
curve of NSR vs arrhythmia for SD1 and SD(SD1̂w). We
obtained the area under the ROC curve of 0.86 for overall
SD1 and 0.89 for SD(SD1̂w), which also indicates that SD
(SD1̂w) provides better sensitivity and specificity than
overall SD1 in discriminating NSR from arrhythmia
subjects.

Panel B (Fig. 5) shows the ROC curve of NSR vs CHF for
SD2 and SD(SD2̂w). We obtained the area under the ROC
curve of 0.77 for overall SD2 and 0.72 for SD(SD2̂w), which
indicates that overall SD2 provides better sensitivity and
Fig. 5. The ROC curve (sensitivity/1 − specificity) of overall SD1, SD2, and
SD(SD1̂w) and SD(SD2̂w) for optimal window length L for NSR vs CHF
and NSR vs arrhythmia subjects. A, ROC curve of NSR vs CHF for SD1 and
SD(SD1̂w). B, ROC curve of NSR vs CHF for SD2 and SD(SD2̂w). C, ROC
curve of NSR vs arrhythmia for SD1 and SD(SD1̂w). D, ROC curve of NSR
vs arrhythmia for SD2 and SD(SD2̂w).
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specificity than SD(SD2̂w) in discriminating NSR from CHF
subjects. Panel D (Fig. 5) shows the ROC curve of NSR vs
arrhythmia for SD2 and SD(SD2̂w). We obtained the area
under the ROC curve of 0.59 for overall SD2 and 0.64 for SD
(SD2̂w), which indicates that SD(SD2̂w) provides better
sensitivity and specificity than overall SD2 in discriminating
NSR from arrhythmia subjects.
Discussion

A new formulation for calculating temporal SD1 and SD2
(localized measures) has been presented in this article. The
proposed method is compared with existing standard
descriptors, which are global in nature. Finally, the ability
of the proposed method compared with the existing methods
has been demonstrated using 2 case studies (discriminating
NSR vs CHF and NSR vs Arrhythmia) as presented in the
“Results” section.

The windowed calculation of time-domain features, SD1̂w
and SD2̂w, provides more insight as shown in Fig. 2. The
fluctuation in SD1 is significantly higher for CHF and
arrhythmia subjects than NSR. These fluctuation supports
the motivation of our work as shown in Fig. 1.

From the top panel of Fig. 3, it is apparent that the
mean fluctuations of SD1̂w is significantly lower for NSR
subjects compared with CHF and arrhythmia subjects.
Moreover, arrhythmia subjects have maximum fluctuation
among 3 groups. This comparative result remains consistent
over the range of window lengths (50≤Q≤ 1000). The bottom
panel of the Fig. 3 shows the mean fluctuation of SD2̂w. In this
case, for window lengths (Q b 150), mean value of SD(SD2̂w) is
much lower than CHF and arrhythmia subjects. However, with
increasing window length (Q N 150), mean values of SD(SD2̂w)
for NSR subjects started increasing compared with CHF and
arrhythmia subjects. Finally, withQ≥ 250, NSR subjects have
maximum mean value of SD(SD2̂w), whereas minimum value
was found for arrhythmia subjects.

The result does not indicate that overall SD2 is better than
localize measure SD2̂w, as SD2 can be derived from SD2̂w
using Eq. (3). Therefore, use of Eq. (3) instead of metric SD
results in same performance as overall SD2. Hence, the lower
performance is due to the choice of the metric SD rather than
the localized measure SD2̂w. From these discussion, we can
conclude that use of localized measure (SD1̂w or SD2̂w)
provides equal or higher performance compared with the
existing standard descriptors. However, for consistency, we
used the same metric (SD) as a global measure for both
localized parameters (SD1̂w, SD2̂w). In future, it would
be interesting to analyze other metrics of global measure.

To know the significance of difference in ROC areas, we
have calculated P value using Fisher r-to-z transformation.15

From Fig. 5, panels A, B, C, and D resulted in p values of 0.06,
0.24, 0.05, and 0.15, respectively. From these values, we can say
that SD(SD1̂w) is significantly different ( p = 0.05) than overall
SD1 for arrhythmia vsNSR. It is not as significant ( p = 0.06) for
CHF vs NSR. This can be attributed to the number of samples
used in the test (29 CHF and 54NSR subjects).13 The reason for
degraded performance of SD(SD2̂w) compared with overall
SD2 is discussed earlier, and the calculated p values indicate the
same (p = 0.24 and p = 0.15).

The data set used in this study limited the use of temporal
resolution of the measure proposed in this study. As a result,
subjective discrimination of the pathologic groups is
analyzed rather than the event detection. In future, we aim
to analyze the use of proposed temporal information for
detecting events within a subject.

Conclusion

In conclusion, this study provides a detailed visualization
of temporal variation in HRV using temporal equivalent
of the standard descriptors via SD1̂w and SD2̂w. It has
revealed the possibility of using different metric on SD1̂w
and SD2̂w rather than the commonly used overall SD1 or
SD2. Use of simple metric such as SD has been shown to
outperform than the existing standard descriptors in
classifying pathology.
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